
A nice day spent with little August who kept in bed for a long time allowing me to properly update my project. If I have been reluctant in the past about idleness, I see the point living in these
cold countries and in reality had found in my practice a way to stay active and engaged. Myrthe have been at Peppino's place babysitting and we skyped a bit. I even got down to make a better
schedule for us to meet more frequently in the coming months and buy cheaper flights without waiting to long. She will anyhow need to get an answer first from the few extra jobs she is now
applying for. After a nice pasta, August was enthusiast enough to go to the local swimming pool. I was a bit resistant to go because of all the Arabs immigrants in the area, the crowd, the chlorine
but then it turned out to be nice, August had fun and we were both in the adventure and crowded part of the swimming pool and in the Olympic pool, all alone, where I showed August some of
the swimming technique I have learned in the state when I was a teenager doing my exchange in the Mid West. Outside it was raining but we took the metro and got home, talking a bit with
Myrthe, generally feeling well after all the exercise in the water and getting also quite some good ideas, like how to better and simpler structure my work. I always have to wait a while before
answers emerges slowly, the best and longer lasting answers... I wonder if in my thesis people will be able to understand this!

I get quite relaxed with my discipline when August is around, making things mostly for him like watching movies I would never watch but also talking quite much with Myrthe on Skype, going a
bit over the limits I usually put to myself in regards of media consumption. Nonetheless I can sleep long and with dreams, particularly in this rather dead environment. Today it was a little
warmer though and the sun was out for the first time in months. The gray sky had at last opened up and after a late breakfast skipying with myrthe and little Peppino, I took August for a walk
along the water next to the embassies where I used to take him when he was little. We did quite an easy walking around and at last Liselott came to pick him up. She was cold and unhelpful as
usual but for me is always rather sad to depart from August. After an Hollywood movie we saw together yesterday, "Captain Philip", he sort of got quite into being a soldier and I told him about
also that possibility in life, more in terms of carreer and stability, at least only avoid to be a passive clerk in an office. Next week he will spend his spring holiday with me but meantime I have
been thinking throughout the day, how to organize the massy commercial production I have started for my project, which has caused much distress in a way that, because of the plan I came up
for my thesis, I have been really following up to it without considering an overall plan where to organize the production which I anyway plan to keep open-ended. Well, I guess now I will apply a
general organization but don't enforce any structure on the specific parts so that I can develop more organically and can more easily adapt to the social requirements!

The winter agony seems to be over, today the clouds opened up and the sun and the sky were visible at last! How dreadful not being able to see them for months on... I actually woke up early
today but kept in my hard Japanese bed thinking. After updating my database as usual, standing with the laptop on a cardboard over the small kitchen table, I started to finally develop the last
trilogy of my project, attempting to photograph the items for the Auction, namely my old cameras. It all came rather spontaneously and I am now waiting for the complete darkness to proceed,
since I am using the camera flash. To catch some sun, after chatting a bit with Myrthe who was actually rather busy preparing a lecture, I went out to run in my little park and even filmed the
whole event, now only trying to film unique and undocumented processes. Once back I took a bath, ate some chicken with brocoli and even managed a laundry while I kept on study a research
paper on life-logging. After which, to still catch some sun, I managed to go out again to throw all the recyclable trashI had accumulated and get some grocery... now time for some action,
basically my whole production for sale (getting ready since I do not expect any buyers :)!

I am running out of battery, seating on the old metro train without sockets, I will try to be quicker then usual... I did have an okay day today, although my morning was rather blank, with no
dreams after having Myrthe live on Skype for the all evening. Usually I avoid technologies before sleeping and I think I will more often in the future, although sometime is good and even August
called me for the first time. I will have to figure something out. Despite the blankness I did manage to do some work, update my project quickly, while on the metro on the way to the university
where I attended another lecture on Pedagogy. Few things and notions are certainly learned but not really much in a way. I discovered myself to be rather critical and quite reactive to open
discussions. Other students, people with much experience in academia who only needs this course for credits, are quite shocked about me, or do not know hoe to position me. A woman also, a
senior lecturer which I keep contradicting (not really voluntary), has also specifically asked me to eat together next time after the course, maybe to comfort her fears or to better understand my
obsession for individualism and self-didactics. In the afternoon I did not attend a big final seminar of a Russian doctorate colleague, I ignored it, blocking everything from my department and
rather focusing on my own discipline which of course also includes training in the gym. I did quite some weight lifting today, slowly going back to my standards (eg bench lifting my body
weight). I then went back to my way of study my dissertation topic, slowly reading through and analyzing the articles I have selected. Myrthe is off to eat pancakes with her friends. She got an
extra part time work at her university now so she will have some extra money (she want to pay me back the ones she owns me but I am telling her not to hurry). I am on the way home, all by
myself, trying to cleanse my head, relax... I ended up writing more than usual now that technology is threatening to shut down... 

A whole, full day working super hard on my thesis, reading and watching things I am very passionate about, relating to my own project. In the morning I had a meeting with the department
professors. They wanted to know really what I am up to and wanted me to go down to some chapters. I thought about it and rather promptly did it. They thought I should let go to all my studies,
which I have just now initiated and start writing instead but I keep up and wish credits for it. While reading and watching how lifelogging can be beneficial for people with brain disabilities but
also to witness crime scenes, I also got to know my new supervisor, Stina, the director's wife. She seems nice but I have no experience with her and don't know what she can think of my writings.
One thing is for sure, they want me to finish what I have started and I to now want that, having turned away from a black chapter with dogmatic and retrograde academia. It is time to look at the
present now, understand a media phenomenon which has concrete impacts on society, show another approach, a different utilization of the same technology. Latter in the afternoon I talked to
little Myrthe. After all the reading I was quite serious and she thought I was angry with her. I even talked to Jacek who is currently facing a crisis, being left in a completely unstructured program
as I was. I want this structure, I want these deadlines and I want to face the present complexity. With structure I can feel strong and through it reinvigorated. Almost home now... August was
quite nice communicating with me for the first time on Skype, sending to each other little emotions.

Another super full day of work, waking up at 4 in the morning and setting forth to work, hard, first on my project, as usual, going as far as implementing my commercial trilogy, then starting
back on my my thesis work, this time feeling a great urge to write but in reality knowing that I do still need time "hearing" prior "saying", listening to what other people, the optimists and the
critics have to say about it, then include the entire view, providing a full picture with my example versus that of an old established researcher who started his lifelogging when I intend to finish it.
Well, it is certainly formative and instructive. To bad I lost two years in the realm of old philosophy for vane reptiles. It was Jacques Ellul who awaken me with his 1960s book... one ought to
understand the new technology in order to anticipate its implications to come. Well, I even went to the gym, that helps and also the fact that I am now afraid to meet my old supervisor in the
hallway keeps me constantly in my hole like a rabbit. I am now waiting for the commuter to come, I know the schedule now and I wait inside. Myrthe will have two girlfriends over, she lept a
really good company and we both like our work as clerks, being able to communicate. Both Jacek and Åsmund have insisted for a trip in the Norwegian mountains but I declined since I try to put
my focus first on Myrthe and August, alternatively, they are my social life!

A rather mentally intense day, waking up in the middle of the night still digesting all my readings and writings now that I am sort of allowed to go on with my lifelogging research. For me it
really feels like that I am always working to refrain my passions but, as soon as I have the possibility, I have much to say and to do. I really hope this time I am allowed to do what I have been
accepted to do. I am very grateful to feel like I have my Professor Göran on my side. He seems that he at least understands the necessity for the discipline to look out, to engage with
contemporary technologies. I am so passionate about it and so willing to fully dedicate myself in my research but need full support and no burdening conventions to deal with. It was snowing out,
the birds were eating the bread August and I left for them on the balcony. It latter started raining and after some love chatting with sweet Myrthe and a plate of rice and lentils, I took the long
journey to pick August. It takes me a whole afternoon, literally three full hours to go from my place to his place and back. He will now be with me for a whole week, the carnival week which
here is called the "sport holiday". The important thing is that I can keep my passion alive, read the article I want to read, get really updated and structured. I cannot work otherwise, I really need
to study my discipline even though the professors at my department think I already know everything I need. Now an easy weekend hopefully, a weekend at home with the wet snow and the gray
weather not really offering other alternatives.

A quite nice day. It was sunny out and I got a bit restless, going through my project but then waking up Agostino, eating a frozen pizza we got yesterday at the supermarket and then hitting the
road. Thanks to a brochure I got on the mail today I spotted a very nice old farm. At least it looked nice when I searched for it on the Internet and in fact, after some walking, with some resistance
from August, we did find it and it was indeed very nice. Södertälje, this place where I am now located, must have been very beautiful once upon a time, being in a very idyllic location and with
much amazing architecture. The factories and infrastructures have somewhat brutally deform it. I was actually quite angry when entering the city museum and seeing videos of how in 1963 the
city was "sanitize", meaning all old and nice building turned apart to leave space to what makes Sweden so ugly, the infrastructure which nowadays host no longer Swedes but immigrants. What
an absurd vicious circle modernity! We have fun though in the little village on top of the little mountain. We visited what Sweden used to be before Socialism, we saw animals, a puppet show
and enjoyed some sun until the gray cloudy mantel came over us again. In the afternoon we went back and there again it was computer, computer and computer... skyping and chatting... I am
getting really sick of it I think especially because later August had to watch a documentary I have downloaded for him and so on. A year ago I did not even have an Internet connection and now it
has taken over my life,  hopefully only for a few months  more until  Myrtina will  move here,  then I don't  want to have much to do with it  anymore,  it  is  intoxicating and cause much
misunderstandings... I was not able to talk over the ocean to  today nor I was much able to have any sweet time with Myrthe...

At Åsmund place. The evening ended up watching a super hero movie even though I really wanted to skip computers and screen in general. It was nice though... I woke u early and did quite an
update before going to bed again and wake up with both August and Myrthe. We Skyped with her, ate the burrito left over from yesterday and went to town with the commuter while reading my
technical papers on lifelogging which I love and give me far more insights than any high theory. We went then for a little walk August and I, taking him in the nice parts of the South part of
town, the parts that were spared by the drastic modernization and then we met Åsmund at the ferry stop. I felt sorry I did not want to follow him to the Norwegian mountains where he belongs.
Both him and Jacek always relay on me for their adventures... The latter also joined us with Brett and I was most jolly while walking with them to a hostel café next to the art academy where I
worked for a year when August was barely walking. Jacek had to then go to fetch his train to Malmo and I self invited me to Åsmund's place, next to our station. Here to avoid watching more
fiction I went to the supermarket to buy grocery and latter prepared it. August is quite into superheroes but this movie was way too pushed... not worth remembering!

A quite memorable day, being rather springish out, I wanted to go to the little playground to fetch some sun and do some of my running, without forcing anything on August but then I saw how
nice it was out despite being February and I got the idea of going for a little bike ride. Off we went the two of us for what I thought it could have been a short ride... I took August in the bay I
already explored last year. We went as far as the little forest where I got the tick and then parked the bikes to proceed walking to the nature reserve. There I took an unbeaten path and it was quite
nice how far August and I could make it. Obviously we were also hungry and had to stop. I made it back partially carrying him on my shoulder walking along a hunting reserve and finally
reaching the bikes. It is always disgusting to see how politicians have exploited mercilessly this once beautiful part of Stockholm but nonetheless we had quite a nice time and at last, pushing
August with an hand on his back we reached a pizza place. I did not go for any pizza but just let him have one and then we biked all the way home, feeling reinvigorated as we often do in our
adventures. I like to see now August as my adventure buddy and don't have any claims on him such as possessive bourgeois parents tend to have on their kids. He learns to grow this way and
develop a certain integrity. Myself also felt to have regained my usual integrity after the much tendency to white trashiness that the Nordic cold winter climate brings about. I still have not heard
a word from the university, whether I will have to meet my supervisor or not but even then I feel very solid and prepared, my own way and always following my intuition alone!

I just kept in bed when I woke up this morning and slept again with little August on my side after we became good companions again with yesterday adventure. Anyway, when I woke up I did
manage to go through my project and also be a bit more clear with myself in how to structure my commercial output. Later I played a bit with August, feeling however a bit stressed. I sat down
after lunch to go through yet another article on lifelogging, getting stronger with knowledge and references and becoming more assure about the stupidity of the people of my department not
telling me to go that way before and instead apply their large theories. In the afternoon we went to the university to join more meditation classes and later teach the teacher and her boyfriend
Francesco more tai-chi. I am pretty good actually but I couldn't really concentrate with my own training. August was otherwise rather busy with his playing around and behaved really well on my
side. It takes sometime but we really tune well with one another finding a good harmony. Now we are heading home and I will have him to cook gnocchi while skyping to Myrthe.

A gray and cold day... the illusion of an early summer quickly gone away, coming back to the "rational" weather of this non-country. it is vital to get human again, to struggle for humanity and
boast the good sides that a technological moderations has blocked to prevent the bad sides to arise... I would only content myself of my sunny mountains but in fact I did manage to squeeze out a
decent day also from today, waking up with allot of dreams and then setting forth doing a massive laundry including bed sheets and carpets. Meantime August and I also went out to the
playground and while I was attending my physical discipline training and running, he was together with a whole class of small kids, becoming their hero and playing with them all. At home we
ate some "pasta al pesto" but I felt rather stressed, not knowing whether August agitates me a bit as back in the days and as both  and Grandmother Lidia got agitated and at last
exhausted by their kids. If we would be freer and in my solar domain, we would be certainly happier... Anyhow, before letting him go to play his video-game I had him to help me wash all the
floors and he did a good job. I then attempted once again to photograph my collection of used tools but at last resolved to spray paint a panel blue for better background extraction. i also did
manage more reading of articles in the realm of lifelogging and the issue is that to date, scholars are most negative and critical about it saying all sort of nasty things and being quite angry of the
ideas of people going around like cyborgs taking up their privacy and so forth. Well, allot need to be done and address from my side of a manual logger... a precarious navigator!

A quite good way in the way that the weather is by norm gray and cold but at last I was able to finally get started on my thesis. I woke up super early, updated my project and then laid in bed half
asleep, finally resolving to write a compilation of articles rather than a whole dissertation. I feel much more focused this way and in fact I was really precise and constructive this time when
writing these highly technical papers. Funny enough I am still supervisorless and by the time I will get Stina, the boss' wife, I at least have something to show her but also I want to use this paper
to pass the upcoming course of the discipline. My plan is absolutely not to get out of focus again with mainstream media theories and keep up my humble work in progress referring to the
lowstream. I was really eager to keep up my writing today but had to at last take care of August, make some scrambled eggs and go together to the swimming pool. I convinced him to bath first
in the Olympic gym, less crowded and more optimal for training. I did not resume my usual long swim but played with August and showed him how good and fast of a swimmer I am, also diving
as I used to when competing in the States 18 years ago. I quite hated to be instead in the play zone with all the slides and the Arabic crowd, but endured it. Later we went to eat a good and cheap
falafel prior heading home and keep up our work, me writing on my article (if I start I do not stop) and August constructing his virtual worlds. Now some food and then packing for the traveling
days ahead.

In Eindhoven and it is carnival here, getting a bit of Catholicism despite having just seen on the plane Pasolini's "La Rabbia". What a touching montage around the shift from antiquity to
modernity, from the classic man to the technological. I feel anyway I shall attempt through technology to shift myself from a technical being to a human being once again, recovering my pathos
not by rejecting technical procedures but by fully embrace them. Today I have got more certain that the term I wish to utilize is deathlogging to completely oppose the idea of automated and
cybernetic forms of lifelogging, the ultimate death of humanity. i thought of this while waiting for the airport bus after having dropped August at his mother in the central station. All considered,
this holiday week we had a very good time together with many memorable moments and it is nice to look forward to our next time together without the stress of meeting every evening after a
bourgeois day at either work or school. I hope he can also find way to comply and then screw all the governing proletarians, and these idiotic classes of small aristocrats which only technology
can unsettle (hopefully soon at my university). Little sweet Myrthe should be now waiting for me, at last together after a whole month apart... I need rest, mental rest. I have injected too much
these weeks and the artificial context around me is not really helping... quite corrupting in fact (two lesbians are just now holding hands and kissing in front of me).

A day of love with Myrthe, nothing really changed among us now that we are almost a year together, still loving each other, taking small walks and discussing about our future together.
Yesterday I felt a bit worried when she asked me when we will leave Sweden as I really want to stay with little August unitl he becomes a little man but today we sort of figured a little nice plan,
also reminding me the nice time we had in Maastricht and perhaps the possibility of settling there in the future. I feel like a Sicilian man who, after working in an ugly factory really seek to buy a
little land and then drop everything all together to just retire in such a place with no further ambitions in life. Today, in our little walk to a park, we also saw the first spring flowers and there was
even some sun early on and latter when we were back to bed making love and sleeping deeply relaxed in each other arms. Nice to have discovered what love is, at last...

A day in the name of Love! I was a bit down yesterday night after going to a few openings yesterday night and feeling rather detached but the art crowd. I did manage however to talk to a few
interesting people but was quite grumpy all night about mainstream art. It is possible that it was because of all the making love but I realize that for me mainstream has become really something
completely unacceptable. I certainly have my reasons, seeing what culture could have been and how it has turned out, yet a more powerful simplification of human history with its olympuses and
gods far more global. Luckily this morning I had slept over this and the weather was sunny and Myrthe very lovely. After making love we went biking out in the beautiful weather to a little
natural reserve where we ate dutch pancakes. The nature was very lovely but I did loose my bike keys and we luckily found it at a bar where a kind person has brought them. Back to the city, we
returned my rented bike and took a little lovely stroll in the sunny and very much alive ancient Utrecht. It is a bit a pity to leave such an enchanting environment and to make Myrthe come my
way. Her friends seems real friends, helping one another in full solidarity. Back at the apartment we sat on the ancient oak floor and enjoyed the sun rays through the window and caressed each




